
The attached minutes of the meeting of the Board

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on August 70

1961, which you have previously initialed, have been

amended, pursuant to a request made by Governor King,

to make certain changes in the paragraph beginning on

page 5 and continuing on page 6.

If you approve the minutes as amended, please

initial below.

Chairman Martin

Governor Mills

Governor Robertson

Governor Balderston

Governor Shepardson
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Minutes for August 7, 1961

To: Members of the Board

From: Office of the Secretary

Attached is a copy of the minutes of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on
the above date.

It is not proposed to include a statement
with respect to any of the entries in this set of

minutes in the record of policy actions required to
be maintained pursuant to section 10 of the Federal
Reserve Act.

Should you have any question with regard to
the minutes, it will be appreciated if you will advise
the Secretary's Office. Otherwise, please initial
below. If you were present at the meeting, your

initials will indicate approval of the minutes. If
you were not present, your initials will indicate
only that you have seen the minutes.

Chm. Martin

Gov. Mills

Gov. Robertson

Gov. Balderston

Gov. Shepardson

Gov. King
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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

on Monday, August 7, 1961. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Mills
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. King

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board
Mr. Hackley, General Counsel
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank

Operations
Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations
Mr. Harris, Coordinator of Defense Planning
Mr. Masters, Associate Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Landry, Assistant to the Secretary

Discount rates. The establishment without change by the Federal

Reserve Bank of St. Louis on August 4, 1961, of the rates on discounts and

a'alrances in its existing schedule was approved unanimously, with the under-

8tanding that appropriate advice would be sent to that Bank.

Items circulated to the Board. The following items, which had

been circulated to the Board and copies of which are attached to these

flutes under the respective item numbers indicated, were approved

tulanimously:

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
!?r,loving the payment of salary to the incumbent
v& the position of marble setter at a specified
rate retroactive to June 1, 1961.

letter to Roswell State Bank, Roswell, New Mexico,
"13P1oving an extension of time to establish a branch
'411 the vicinity of Union Avenue and West Second Street.

Item No. 

1

2
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Application of First Bank and Trust Company; Perth Amboy (Item No. 3). 

First Bank and Trust Company, Perth Amboy, New Jersey, had made application

to the Board for permission to purchase the assets and assume the liabilities

O f The Fords National Bank, Fords, New Jersey, and to establish a branch at

the present head office of the applicant. (The head office of the resulting

bank was to be located in Fords.) The Division of Examinations recommended

arproval of the application in a memorandum dated July 21, 1961, copies of

Which had been distributed to the Board. The Federal Reserve Bank of New

York had also recommended favorably on the application. The reports of the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Justice Department on the

e°raPetitive aspects of the proposed merger were unfavorable, while the

IsePort of the Comptroller of the Currency was not adverse.

As stated in its memorandum, the basis for the favorable recommendation

the Division of Examinations was as follows:

There are 22 banks with head offices in Middlesex County
Operating 37 offices and holding total deposits of $333,545,000.
The purchase of assets and assumption of liabilities of The
Fords National Bank, Fords, New Jersey, by First Bank and Trust

Company, Perth Amboy, New Jersey, would combine the second and
tenth largest banks in the county and the continuing bank would
become the largest bank in Middlesex County. Although this
proposal would eliminate one competing bank and a fairly
Significant degree of competition, the continuing bank with
its increased size, broader banking services, and new manage-
ment more inclined to utilize the branching privileges of
State law would be likely to serve more effectively the
growing needs of an expanding residential and industrial
area. There would remain a number of alternative banking
outlets, and it does not appear that consummation of this
Proposal would create an environment wherein smaller area
banks would find it more difficult to compete.
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Governor Mills said that the application raised several questions

mind. In the first place, there were the adverse reports on competi-

tive factors rendered by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the

Justice Department. He found himself rather perplexed, Governor Mills said,

by the banking situation in that portion of New Jersey where the applicant

bank was located. Some of the banks evidently wished to expand in size

because of the closeness of the area to New York City, but they could not

hope to duplicate the facilities of the New York City banks. By and large,

they would remain relatively small community banks. In this particular

ease, however, the institution resulting from the proposed merger would

be substantially larger than most of its competitors in the area, and it

admittedly intended to take advantage of all legal opportunities to expand

rurther.

Governor Mills also referred to the large premium that would be

Paid for the stock of the national bank and to the proposal by First

laank and Trust Company, should the merger be approved, to sell the bank

Dremises and other real estate of both banks and lease back the property

thus 
sold. He doubted whether this represented good business judgment.

Mr. Solomon commented that the premium paid to the stockholders

c3f the national bank would amount to approximately four and one-half per

Cent of deposits. While this was not low, neither did he consider it

Xtraordinarily large in the light of current practices. So far as the

e°M1Detitive factor was concerned, the report from the Federal Deposit
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Insurance Corporation was fairly strong; however, it seemed to focus

attention on too small an area. In any case, opinions could differ on

the area that should properly be considered; in this case, the question

Was unusually complex because the region in which the banks were located

Was basically tributary to New York City. Rather obviously, the local

banks were not going to be able to compete for large accounts with the

New York City banks. On the other hand, it appeared to the Division of

xiaminations that under aggressive management the resulting bank would be

able to serve the community more effectively and could hold some of the

accounts of moderate size that might otherwise be attracted to New York

or Newark banks.

On the question that Governor Mills had raised concerning the

sale-leaseback arrangement on bank premises, Mr. Solomon commented that

the proposal was certainly debatable. However, the sale would leave less

tlands tied up and would help to offset the $2 million cash to be paid out

tor the stock of the national bank. At first it had seemed to the Division

that the effect of the cash payout on the capital position of the resulting

institution would be so unfavorable as to suggest disapproval of the merger.

Rwever, use of the form for analyzing bank capital revealed that capital

Irou1d be about 90 per cent of the requirement. It appeared, therefore,

that the continuing bank's capital position could be considered acceptable.

In reply to a question by Chairman Martin, Mr. Solomon confirmed

that the management of the Fords bank was weak and unaggressive. Apparently,
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the bank had not been serving its community very adequately. On the other

hand, there was reason to believe that the resulting institution probably

would.

Governor Shepardson commented that within a radius of eight miles of

the head office of the bank resulting from the merger there would be eleven

offices of eight competing banks. Further, there would be ten offices,

including those of the resulting bank, within a radius of four miles.

There seemed to be a lot of competition among a number of smaller banks,

raising the question whether anyone was doing as aggressive a job as could

be done in this developing area. Since First Bank and Trust Company appeared

to be an aggressive organization, he was inclined toward approval of the

4PPlication on the basis of providing more adequate service to the area.

In reply to a question from Governor King as to the premium

involved in terms of market or book value of the shares to be acquired

rather than a percentage of deposits (4.5 per cent), Mr. Solomon observed

that the premium paid to stockholders of a bank absorbed in a merger had

come to be expressed frequently in the press and in merger discussions in

terms of a percentage of the bank's deposits, the theory being that this

coUld be related to an expected rate of earnings on those deposits.

Admittedly, this approach had some disadvantages. Expressed as a per-

centage of the market value of the stock of Fords National, the premium

t0 be paid in this case might be said to be substantial. However, such

4 computation should be used with caution due to the difficulty in

establishing a market value for the stock of small banks. Further, the

book value would not be realistic if it did not take into account the
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actual value of the bank premises. Particularly in the case of a small

hank, neither the book nor the market value of the stock would necessarily

represent the underlying value. 1/

Governor King then said that he would be disposed to deny the

application.

Governor Balderston commented that although the resulting bank

'ould have about $51 million in deposits, there was situated about three

miles west of Fords a branch of The National Bank of New Jersey, an

institution with about $42 million of deposits. Woodbridge Township, he

noted, apparently would get better banking service from the merged insti-

tution than was presently being provided by The Fords National Bank.

While he hnd come to feel that the management factor was not always too

important in decisions on merger applications--and it could be said that

8. bank the size of Fords ($12 million deposits) should be able to obtain

competent management--he felt he could vote to approve this application on

the grounds of the prospect of improved service to the community, even

though the resulting bank would be the largest in its area. In this

Instance, the size factor was subject to the considerations that Mr.

Solomon had mentioned earlier.

Chairman Martin indicated that he would be inclined to favor approval

(4 the application. In commenting with regard to the general area where

the banks proposing to merge were located, he expressed the opinion that

the area was in need of forces that would tend to pull it together.

T7----- The Perth Amboy bank was offering $200 a share for shares of the Fords

bank that appeared, after appropriate adjustments, to have a reason-

able value of about $147.
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Question then then was raised whether action should be taken on the

aPPlication or whether it would be preferable to hold the matter for

turther study. Governor Mills suggested that the Board act on the

813Plicatdcal, and it was agreed to proceed to a vote.

Governor Mills, in casting his vote, said that he considered this

verY close case. He did not have the full knowledge of the area concerned

that he would like to have, but on the basis of the information before the

Ilcsard his vote would be adverse. Governor King likewise voted to disapprove

the ePplication, while Chairman Martin and Governors Balderston and Shepardson

voted to approve.

Accordingly, the application was approved, Governors Mills and King

dissenting. A copy of the letter sent to the applicant bank pursuant to

this action is attached as Item No. 3.

Elmergencypreparedness_profgam (Item No. 4). Under date of August

4, 1.0.
.7v1, copies of a memorandum from the Division of Examinations had been

distributed submitting a draft of letter to the Federal Reserve Banks

concerning the future activities of examiners in reviewing and commenting

°II the emergency preparedness programs of State member banks. The proposed

letter had been prepared in keeping with the content and purpose of a memo-

dated August 1, 1961, from the Secretary of the Treasury to the heads

or the three Federal bank supervisory agencies relating to the emergency

1)1'el3aredness program of the banking system. Attachments to the draft letter

14clUded the memorandum of the Secretary of the Treasury and the joint letter
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of August 2 from the Chairman of the Board of Governors, the Chairman of

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Comptroller of the

Currency to the executive officers of all banks bringing the Secretary's

Inemorandum directly to their attention. The draft letter would request

that Federal Reserve Bank examiners be instructed to emphasize the

1111Portance of appropriate emergency preparedness measures in those

banks that had not adopted programs sufficient in scope to assure

continued operation in the event of an emergency, at least to an extent

that would permit the reconstruction of records of assets and liabilities

in the event the originals were destroyed or unavailable. The procedure

r°r commenting on the subject in reports of examination also was covered.

Following comments by Mr. Masters, Mr. Harris reported on the

status of the emergency preparedness program among commercial banks.

With respect to the draft letter, Mr. Harris noted that the stress

therein was on protection of records, the core of the preparedness

Program,

In the discussion that ensued, it was suggested that it might be

liell)ful to the examiners, in discussing the matter with State member banks,

to have access to national and regional statistics on the progress of the

PreParedness program. Mention was made that the most recent tabulation on

commercial bank preparedness had been forwarded to the Reserve Banks with

elcArernor Robertson's letter of May 19, 1961, and it was agreed that reference

thereto should be made in the letter to the Federal Reserve Banks.
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Thereupon, unanimous unanimous approval was given to a letter to the Federal

Reserve Banks in the form attached as Item No. 4.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Notes: Pursuant to action taken by
the Board on June 28, 1961, the letter of which
a copy is attached as Item No. 5, relating to
supplies of coin, was transmitted by Chairman
Martin under today's date to the Under Secretary

of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs.

Pursuant to recommendations contained in memoranda

from appropriate individuals concerned, Governor
Shepardson today approved on behnlf of the Board
the following actions relating to the Board's
staff:

ointments

Louise I. Milian as Mailing List Clerk and Flexowriter Operator,
1/1:7isi0n of Administrative Services, with basic annual salary at the

l'ate of $3,760, effective the date of entrance upon duty.

Elizabeth L. Robinson as Statistical Clerk in the Division of Research

Statistics, with basic annual salary at the rate of $4,o4o, effective
'41e date of entrance upon duty.

1:)ermission to engage in
oUtside teaching activity

t Daniel James Edwards, Economist, Division of Research and Statistics,

no Provide graduate instruction in Monetary Theory at George Washington
iliv versity one evening a week.

Assistant Secretary
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
Item No. 1
8/7/61

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

August 7, 1961

CONFIDENTIAL (FR) 

Mr. H. J. Newman, Vice President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,
Chicago 90, Illinois.

Dear Mr. Newman:

The Board of Governors approves the payment of salary
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago to the incumbent of the

Position of Marble Setter at the rate ,of $4.25 per hour spent

Performing such duties, effective retroactively to June 1, 1961,
in accordance with the request contained in your letter of July 27.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM Item No. 2
8/7/61

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

AOCIRCISS OFFICIAL CORRIESPONOCINCC

TO THC BOARD

August 7, 1961

Board of Directors,
Roswell State Bank,
Roswell, New Mexico.

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System extends to October 15, 1961,
the time within which Roswell State Bank, Roswell, New Mexico,
under the authority granted in the Board's letter of Aagust 5,
19592 may establish a branch in the vicinity of the inter-
section of Union Avenue and West Second Street, Roswell,
New Mexico.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Elizabeth L. Carmichael

Elizabeth L. Carmichael,
Assistant Secretary.
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OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM Item No. 3

WASHINGTON 25. D. C. 
8/7/61

ADDRESS OFFICIAL comiromosmcc

TO THE •OARD

August 7, 1961

Board of Directors,
First Bank and Trust Company,
Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

Gentlemen:

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,

after consideration of all the factors set forth in section 18(
c)

of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, hereby consents to the

Purchase of assets and assumption of liabilities of The Fords

National Bank, Fords, New Jersey, by First Bank and Trust Company,

Perth Amboy, New Jersey, under the charter and title of the latter

bank, as it finds the transaction to be in the public interest.

The Board of Governors also approves the operation of a branch by

the resulting bank at 214 Smith Street, Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

This approval is given provided (1) the proposed purchase

of assets and assumption of liabilities is effected within six
months from the date of this letter and substantially in accordance

with the Agreement dated May 16, 1961, and (2) the securities and

fixed assets acquired are not placed upon the books of First Bank

and Trust Company at amounts in excess of market value and depreci—

ated value for Federal income tax purposes, respectively.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM s-1803

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Dear Sir:

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE SOARD

August 7, 1961.

In the Board's wire of August 1, 1961, you were advised
a memorandum released that day by Secretary of the Treasury

.1110n relating to the emergency preparedness program for the bank-

system. Two copies of the Secretary's memorandum are enclosed
4.Or your convenience.

Also enclosed are two copies of a letter from the Chairman
0f the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Chair-

Of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Comptroller
the Currency, addressed August 2, 1961 to the executive officers

ur all banks bringing the Secretary's memorandum directly to their
at
tention.

In keeping with the content and purpose of Secretary
to 4-0n's memorandum, Federal Reserve Bank examiners are requested

me 
emphasize the importance of appropriate emergency preparedness
asures in those banks that have not adopted programs sufficient

at 
Scope to assure continued operation in the event of an emergency,
least to the extent that will permit the reconstruction of their

aecords of assets and liabilities and a detailed record of depositors'
counts in the event the originals are destroyed or unavailable.

e'lliarkiners should discuss with the management of each bank its
tptency preparedness status and give encouragement to the adop-

r211 of a suitable preparedness program, with emphasis upon record
4cronstruction as recommended in the booklets published by the

0„I'isory Committee on Commercial Bank Preparedness and the Banking
r:Irilittee on Einergency Operations and similar committees of their

reel,Pective State Bankers Associations. The objective is a general

h '13°nse in emergency planning suitable to each bank's individual,eeds.

It is requested. that both Secretary Dillon's memoranduma.rld
the joint agency letter to all banks be brought to the attention
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q each of your examiners and that, henceforth, reports of examination
contain suitable comments at page 2 related to the advisability of
!doPtion of appropriate preparedness measures in those cases where

rch action has not been taken. In this respect, paragraph 5 of the
n°a5's letter of March 19, 1958 (S-1651) is rescinded. Until further

the present page 22 of the examination report, "Emergency
Preparedness_r  Measures," will continue in use, and examiners are 

1,al. 
re-

_!ssted to emphasize the importance of compliance by member State
banks with questions 20 to 25, inclusive, page 22, covering record
Protection.

The progress already made within the banking system inest
ablishing record protection programs may be of assistance to

el niners in discussing this general subject with bank officials.
co this connection, we refer you to the most recent tabulation on
1447tercial bank preparedness forwarded with Governor Robertson's

ter of May 19, 1961.

Very truly yours,

/-‹
"  I.

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.

I-'4'riel°sures 14

11C) 111 PRESIDENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESERVE RANKS

• I'
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THEt5r Item No. 5

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEMt., 8/7/61
r;}

WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

August 7, 1961

The Honorable Robert V. Roosa,
Under Secretary of the Treasury
for Monetary Affairs,

Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Roosa:

The Conference of Presidents at its meeting with the
Board on June 20, 1961, endorsed a report by the Subcommittee
on Cash, Leased Wire, and Sundry Operations on the problem of
Obtaining adequate supplies of coin. It was the suggestion of
the Conference that the report, a copy of which is attached,
be made available to the Treasury.

Briefly, it appears that there are two aspects to the
situation: (1) the anticipated shortage of coin during the
remainder of the calendar year, and (2) a proposal which may
alleviate the recurring coin shortages and work to the advantage
of the Treasury Department as well as to that of the System.
With regard to the contemplated shortages of coin, Appendix 4
of the attached report sets forth the Mint's estimates of avail-
able coin and Appendix 5 shows the estimates of additional coin
that will be required for the remainder of the calendar year.
It is significant to note that 20 of the 36 offices believe that
the Mint's estimates are inadequate to meet their needs for the
remainder of the current year.

It continues to be the System's hope that some arrange-
ment can be worked out for a coin production schedule that will
Permit the stocking of a supply of coin that would be sufficient
to meet demands such as those presently contemplated for this
Year. With this objective in mind, the Subcommittee report
Proposes that the Federal Reserve Banks (rather than the Bureau
of the Mint) estimate their coin requirements and place a firm
annual order with the Mint, together with a tentative schedule
of shipments.

The report of the Subcommittee also refers to some of
the items which were included in my July 12, 1960, letter to the
Secretary of the Treasury, such as the making of inter-Bank
shipments of coin at Federal Reserve expense and the availability
°f System storage facilities.
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The Honorable Robert Roosa

Mr. Edward A. Wayne, Chairman of the Presidents'
Conference Committ ee on Miscellaneous Operations, and I would
appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you the report of
the Subcommittee and the System's position with respect to the
coin supply.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.
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